Introduction
Over the past 20 years, the degree of sophistication of cybercrimes has increased while the knowledge of the typical intruder has decreased (Ablon et al., 2014) . How is it that more sophisticated crimes are being committed by less sophisticated criminals? These seemingly paradoxical trends may be a direct result of value chains anchored on crimeware marketplaces.
Today, online marketplaces exist where participants use web-based platforms to meet, discuss, exchange, and buy and sell goods and services to enable cybercrime activities (Goncharov, 2012 (Goncharov, , 2014 Holt, 2013; Kraemer-Mbulaa et al., 2013; Lusthaus, 2013) . These crimeware marketplaces provide an easy way to find cooffenders, keep up to date on current cybercrime practices, and coordinate actions to gain competitive advantages in specific market niches (Lusthaus, 2013) .
Cybercrime refers to a criminal offence involving a computer as the object of the crime (e.g., computer hacking and unauthorized use of computer systems) or as the tool used to commit a material component of the offence (e.g., credit card fraud and identity theft perpetrated over the Internet) (Kowalski, 2002) . The global annual cost of cybercrime is estimated to be between $0.3 and $1 trillion USD, which represents 0.4% to 1.4% of the global gross domestic product (McAfee, 2013 (McAfee, , 2014 .
Cybercrime supports underground economies in both developed and developing countries worldwide. The United States is considered the major generator of malware and the source of most cybercriminal attacks (Kraemer-Mbulaa et al., 2013) , and several studies have examined crimeware marketplaces in the United States. For example, Thomas and Martin (2006) studied a marketplace specialized in financial fraud that leveraged the Internet Relay Chat (IRC) protocol. Franklin, Paxson, Perrig, and Savage (2007) were the first to empirically monitor and analyze the underground economy. China is also considered a major cybercrime hub, while Russia is considered to be the birthplace of cybercrime (Symantec, 2008; Goncharov, 2012) . Recently, Brazil has emerged as a new player on the global cybercrime stage and its hackers have become known for financial frauds (Kshetri, 2010) .
In this article, the actors, value chains, modes of operation, and mediums of exchange related to crimeware marketplaces are discussed. Then, three facilitating
The cybercrime community has evolved from one in which criminals develop their own tools into one in which crimeware -tools and services to carry out or facilitate illegal online activity -can be readily bought, sold, traded, hired, or licensed in online marketplaces. Crimeware marketplaces are expected to grow significantly in the near term, and they will offer an increasing number of services and tools that target mobile computing devices. This article examines the actors, value chains, and modes of operation in underground crimeware marketplaces, and it identifies three facilitating technologies that are likely to significantly expand the reach of cybercriminals. Anonymous e-currency (e.g., Bitcoin) enables anonymous financial transactions; anonymity networks (e.g., Tor) enable anonymous Internet access; and mobile computing provides access to a very large number of potential target devices. (Zetter, 2013) . Silk Road 2.0, along with 413 other underground marketplaces, were shut down in a joint operation between law enforcement agencies from 17 countries in late 2014 (FoxBrewster, 2014) . It is expected that the future of these markets is not centralized sites like Silk Road, but sites where listings, messaging, payment and feedback are all separated, controlled by no central party and thus very hard for law enforcement agencies to shut down (The Economist, 2014).
Key Elements
In this section, three key elements of underground marketplaces are discussed: i) actors, ii) value chains, and iii) modes of operation.
Actors
Ablon, Libicki and Golay (2014) studied different crimeware marketplaces and they identified three main actors that operate in typical crimeware marketplaces:
1. Subject-matter experts and administrators: elite security researchers, exploit developers, malware coders, identity collectors, programmers, and technology experts who research, develop, and support innovative ideas and products in cybercrime marketplaces. They possess sophisticated technical skills and they operate as wholesale sellers to other vendors.
2.
Vendors: crimeware operators such as crime-as-a-service providers, spammers, botnet owners, drop-service providers, distributors, and ID/financial data providers. They can be technically sophisticated or not, depending on the type of the product or the service they are selling.
3. General members: generally buyers and sometimes observers who visit those marketplaces for research, learning, or out of curiosity. They are typically the least technically skilled of the three actors.
Value chains
A value chain refers to the activities carried out to deliver a valuable product or service for a market (Porter, 1985) . The value chain is a key concept in legitimate businesses as well as criminal communities.
Kramer-Mbulaa, Tangb, and Rusha (2013) identified three core activities in the value chains designed to carry out credit card fraud: i) the detection of vulnerabilities in a digital system, ii) the distribution of malware, and iii) the exploitation of network vulnerabilities. Each of these activities is typically carried out by a specialized group. The first activity is carried out by professional hackers and it is considered as the most technically complex. The second activity is carried out by sellers of malicious software in online marketplaces. The third activity is carried out by criminal gangs, and it is considered to be the least complex.
Modes of operation
This section reviews five cybercrime modes of operation facilitated by crimeware marketplaces.
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Mahmoud Gad Crimeware-as-a-Service (CaaS) : the rental of malware, computing resources, and hosting services to commit cybercrimes (Sood & Enbody, 2013) . CaaS customers do not require technical knowledge to launch an attack. Instead, a CaaS provider will attack a website on behalf of the customer, who need only identify a target, specify the type of service, and provide payment. The wide range of available services includes highly specialized password cracking, distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks, and email spam.
2. Pay-per-install: cybercriminals may choose to outsource the distribution process of their malware applications to a third party. They provide this third party with the malware and how many targets they need to infect and pay them based on the final number of infected targets (Caballero et al., 2011) .
3. Crimeware toolkits: "how-to" software packages that instruct users on how to infect a system and then retrieve data, such as corporate documents, personal photos, or credit card information, for financial gain. These off-the-shelf tools minimize the user's need for programming skills (Ben-Itzhak, 2009).
4.
Brokerage: brokers act as a trusted intermediary between a seller and buyer of malware, stolen credit cards, or other illegal services (Holt, 2013) . Trust between buyers and sellers is an issue in crimeware marketplaces, where there is no easy way to check the quality of the "product" or the "service" before completing the transaction. The brokerage operation mode emerged to partially fill this gap. As an example, in marketplaces for stolen credit cards, the broker will be one of the marketplace founders or operators who will hold the money from the buyer in a trust until the stolen credit card information, such as the card number, name on the card, etc., are verified by the broker and delivered to the buyer. The broker will then release the money to the seller in exchange for a brokerage fee.
5. Data supplier: data types include password lists, large spam email databases, medical records, driving license numbers, and corporate information are typical data that can be found in underground markets. Cybercriminals operate servers that are used as "drop sites" for private information harvested using malware.
Facilitating Technologies in Crimeware Marketplaces
In this section, we identify three facilitating technologies in crimeware marketplaces: anonymous e-currency (e.g., Bitcoin), anonymity networks (e.g., Tor), and mobile computing technology. The first two technologies enable anonymous financial transactions and anonymous Internet access, which are highly valued features for cybercriminals. The more these technologies become adopted in crimeware marketplaces, the harder it will be for law enforcement agencies to fight back against cybercrime. The third technology opened a large pool of cybercrime targets compared to the classical personal computing platforms.
Anonymous e-currency
Underground businesses typically use e-currency as a medium to instantaneously exchange money and avoid being tracked by law enforcement agencies. There are many e-currencies available in the market, such as Liberty Reserve, e-gold, WM Transfer, virtual gift cards, and prepaid phone cards. For an e-currency to be a successful option in underground marketplaces, its transactions should be internationally accepted, anonymous, irreversible, and unregulated (Lovet, 2006) . However, at some point, cybercriminals must convert their profits into real currency, and there are service providers available to solve this problem. E-currency exchange providers charge fees to cash-out e-currencies based on the amount of a transaction and whether or not it involves the purchase of goods (Ablon et al., 2014) .
Anonymous e-currency is a class of e-currency that provides anonymity to both buyers and sellers. Currently, the anonymous currencies market is dominated by Bitcoin, a software-based payment system introduced first as a concept in 2008 (Nakamoto, 2008) and then as open source software in 2009. Since then, the use of Bitcoin in online crimeware marketplaces has grown rapidly to the point that it now dominates all other payment methods in terms of adoption and volumes of transactions in most crimeware marketplaces (Ablon et al., 2014) . Payments are processed and recorded on peer-to-peer basis without the need for a central repository or a single administrator. Although its status as a currency is disputed -the Internal Revenue Service in the United States considers it a commodity rather than a currency (Internal Revenue Service, 2014) -media reports often refer to Bitcoin as digital currency (Van Name, 2014).
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Bitcoin offers all the four properties of an e-currency (internationally accepted, anonymous, irreversible, and unregulated) in addition to being independent from an issuing entity. Bitcoin is not issued by a central bank and it is not being operated by a company. With these unique properties, Bitcoin is the only anonymous and widely accepted e-currency in crimeware marketplaces. Currently, a growing number of legitimate businesses have started to accept Bitcoin as a method of payment. Bitcoin is also used in different illegal online marketplaces outside of cybercriminal marketplaces. For example, Bitcoin was the preferred method of payment for the original Silk Road marketplace and Silk Road 2.0.
The anonymity and the growing adoption of Bitcoin make it very challenging for law enforcement agencies to track (Ablon et al., 2014) . A request for vendors to conduct research on how BitCoin can pose threats to national security has recently been issued by the United States (United States, Department of the Navy, 2014).
Due to the anonymity feature of Bitcoin, it is technically very hard for law-enforcement agencies to prevent their misuse. However, at some point, a Bitcoin holder will need to cash their Bitcoins into real money or services. New regulations can be implemented at these "exit points". It may be possible to impose the same federal electronic-fund reporting limits imposed on cash and bank transfers, on e-currencies exchanges especially at the cash out point, such as Bitcoin to cash ATMs.
Anonymity networks
Anonymity networks enable anonymous and untraceable access to the Internet. Tor, which stands for "The Onion Router", is the most widely adopted such technology.
Tor is an open source project to enable online anonymity and resist censorship. Tor directs Internet traffic through a free, worldwide, volunteer network consisting of more than five thousand relays for the purpose of concealing a user's location or usage from anyone conducting network surveillance or traffic analysis. Using Tor makes it more difficult for Internet activity to be traced back to the user, including visits to websites, online posts, instant messages, and other communication forms.
Tor networks enable the operation of anonymous website hosting and file sharing, and when combined with Bitcoin, they enable anonymous marketplaces for different criminal activities, including crimeware marketplaces. These un-indexed webpages exist in the Deep Web and operate as the previously discussed crimeware marketplaces but with an added layer of anonymity protection.
Mobile computing devices
The sales of personal computers have declined while the sales of mobile devices for both work and personal use have increased (Sher & Ovide, 2013; Gartner, 2013) . This change in consumer preferences is reflected in the cybercriminal underground economy. This sharp increase in mobile devices sales increases the number of targets available to cybercriminals. According to a Gartner's report on the mobile phone market (Atwal et al., 2013) , the Android operating system was installed on 78.4% of the one billion mobile phones sold worldwide in 2013. Because of Android's quick and wide-scale adoption, it has become the target of malicious applications, which continue to increase in number (Jianwei et al., 2012) . This shift towards mobile computing devices is alarming to the cybersecurity community. Yu (2013) expects an increase in the number of available malware applications in online underground marketplaces that are specifically designed for mobile devices.
Prevalence of facilitating technologies
The SERT Quarterly Threat Intelligence Report (2013) shows an increase of 350% in Tor traffic in the third quarter of 2013. This increase is believed to be in part due to privacy concerns after Edward Snowden's revelations and in part due to cybercriminals using Tor networks to protect their identities in online marketplaces as well as to control their bot network command centers. Also, the report notes that the majority of the new crimeware marketplaces opened in 2013 and later were hosted on "Deep Web" (wikipedia.org/wiki/Deep_Web) hosting servers accessible only by Tor browsers. Also, the report states that Bitcoin is now the de facto payment method in the majority of crimeware marketplaces. There are no statistics about the market share of the Deep Web hosted crimeware marketplaces with respect to all crimeware marketplaces, but these technologies are the preferred choice for new marketplaces as well as for any upgrades in the old crimeware marketplaces.
The anonymity of these technologies lowers the risk of conducting business in crimeware marketplaces, which possibly will increase the overall number of participants in cybercrime activities. In addition, the effect of these technologies goes beyond the cybercrime domain into other domain such as money laundering and cyberterrorism. Although e-currency money-laundering activities are still in their infancy, compared to regu- 
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Mahmoud Gad lar-currency money laundering, Bryans (2014) predicts an increase in e-currency money-laundering activities due to the lack of foresight by regulation writers, which creates a legal grey area. Thus, criminals can continue to capitalize on the unique features of e-currencies to grow their "businesses". Although Jarvis and colleagues (2014) concluded that cyberterrorism is still in an early stage, crimeware marketplaces coupled with anonymity technologies can lower the technical barrier required to launch such attacks, which may increase the risk of cyberterrorism in the near future.
Conclusion
Cybercrime activities are expected to continue to grow and their impact on the global economy will increase. In this article, we have identified three facilitating technologies in crimeware marketplaces that simultaneously offer anonymity and enable cybercriminals to reach an increasing number of targets. These technologies present new challenges to law enforcement agencies, governments, financial institutions, and corporations. More regulations are needed for e-currency exchanges to try to minimize their illegal use. Periodic monitoring and content analysis of crimeware marketplaces can enable the prediction of near-future small to mid-size security threats.
